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Saying that this is a "good town," and believing that it will soon be a much better one, we have given the publication of THE SUMPTER MINER as a business proposition. The paper will cover the local field, seeking special prominence to mining news and information pertaining to reality, building and improvements generally. All in its power to advertise to the world the marvelously rich resources of this section of country, confining itself to facts. We here mark out:

THE MINE has a dozen saloons, one church edifice and no resident pastor. There is almost as rich and virgin a field here for the labors of those who would lay up treasures in heaven, as for those who are hastening to accumulate this world's goods.

THOSE Spokane restless who developed the British Columbia mines, who are now performing the same service for the reservation prospectors in the vicinity of Republic, Wash., are turning their attention Sumpterward, and during recent years have been gratifying the sojourners in the streets of this camp and to the mountains of this district. They are promoters who promise and should therefore be cordially welcomed.

THERE are always many annoyances and unlooked for difficulties encountered in getting out the first issue of a paper. The Miner has been "up against" everyone on the list, and added others. No spécimen and therefore made for any specified defects in this number. The management desires to state, however, that it is the desire of the highest good for the best interests of this camp, and to that end it has been dis- appointments for the present.

One complaint regarding the Sumpter mining district emanates from promoters and speculators who visit this section; which is that owners of properties are reluctant to sell. Having accepted as an axiom of the business the hackneyed phrase that "all mines were made to sell," they are disappointed and sometimes indignant when an owner refuses to put any price on his mine, or even prospect. This is undoubtedly tough on the speculator, but speaks volumes favorable to the district.

Unfortunately, a feeling of unfriendliness has arisen between Sumpter and Baker City—nothing very serious as yet, but still the sparks of animosity are sufficiently alive to be fanned into a fierce flame of passion, unless they are smoothed over by delay. It is the desire of the MINER to assist in this smothering process. No man of common sense can fail to see that inalienable benefits will accrue to both towns if they work together harmoniously, and that much injury will result if they waste their energies in seeking to detract from each other's importance, either real or fancied. Baker City is an old town, has for years dominated the surrounding business and industrial world, while only during recent months has Sumpter come into its own, claimed the inheritance bequeathed her by fortune, the fruits of a valuable strategic position to command the rich commerce of the adjacent gold-rich Red Blue Mountains. We all know that it is human nature for an older individual to resent the pretentions of a younger rival, however well-founded they may be, and this is equally true of communities, merely an aggregation of individuals, controlled by the ordinary motives influencing human nature in general.

Baker City has manifested this resentment towards Sumpter's ambitions by studiously ignoring this town and calmly claiming everything in sight for its own. This irritates the ambitious young rival. Though this course may be natural, it is unquestionably poor business policy.

The Baker City Republican defends this course and that town's title to all the world, and Eastern Oregon by the same less dogmatic assertion that Baker is the banking and commercial center of the district, but is not showed enough to thus dis- miss the subject with a metaphorical lofty wave of the hand. It无不致 attempts to establish this title to all the surrounding earth by citing precedents, mentioning Denver, Helena, and Spokane. Denver did not secure and hold Leadville's truce and goodwill by persistently claiming the Little Pittsburgh to be in the "Denver district." Helena never advertised to the world that the Anaconda was a Helena property. Spokane frankly acknowledg- es the glory of the Le Boi and Inclined Columbia, and that there is a town there or somewhere called Rosslnad. Yet Baker papers, people and pamphlets stubbornly refuse to accord to Sumpter a public official acknowledgment of its existence, and that the Red Fox, the Garkanda and some of other mines are here in operation, and that the employees thereof are spending their wages in this camp.

The eyes of the mining world are focused on Sumpter, and it can not be ignored to any purpose. Baker City must necessarily be besmirched by this fact, and the sooner its citizens serious- ness recognize it as a fact and act accordingly, the greater and richer will be the rewards reaped by them.

ARE HUNGRY FOR MINES.

Eastern Capitalists Subscribe $5,000,000 for Western Investments.

Col. George W. E. Dorsey, who returned a day or two since to Salt Lake from an extended eastern trip, brings the tidings that a number of New England bankers and capitalists, principally of Maine and Vermont, have organized under the laws of the state of Maine what is to be known as the New England Exploration company, with a capital of $4,000,- 000, for the purpose of investing in mines, mining stock, and developed prospects in the districts to the west.

Colonel Dorsey met some of the moving spirits in the enterprise, and a more enthusiastic set of men, he says, he never saw in his life. The capital stock was all subscribed in no time; in fact there was not enough to go around, and as soon as the money was in the company are the shrewdest and wealthiest people of the states named.

Learning that Colonel Dorsey was from Utah, they besought him with all sorts of inquiries and asked his advice and opinion on many subjects connected with their scheme, and before he left he had their assurance that they would have repre- sentatives out here in a very short time. It is the purpose of the company, Mr. Dor- sey says, to establish agencies or branch offices at different points throughout the mining regions, and get action on their money just as soon as possible. The $4,000,000 for which the company is orga- nized does not begin to represent the amount of money the people will invest if the opportunities present themselves.—Baker Democrat.

Sumpter Lumber Co. is fully equipped to supply the largest cash boom that can be inaugurated. All we ask is the money and we will Carry Everything In the Building Line...

That this wide world can furnish. We have facilities for getting material to enclose the whole town under one roof four stories high should it be re- quired.

J. B. Stoddard, SUMPTER, OREGON. Manager.

Stock Certificates

APPROVED STOCK LEDGERS AND JOURNALS
HANDBOARD PROSPECTUS PAMPHLETS
ALL STYLES OF CORPORATION SEALS
TECHNICALLY CORRECT MINING BLANKS

For Sale By

The Sumpter Miner...

At Spokane and Portland Prices, With Express Charges Added.

... . Goes Artistic Lithographed....

... Opera House

Saloon.... Harley G. Wood.
Proprietor.

SUMPTER BEER ON DRAUGHT FINE BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES.

Agent for Mattingly & Moore Whisky Twenty-year-old whisky as good as elixir of life. All whiskies out of bond and guaranteed to be the genuine article.

POPULAR RESORT FOR COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS AND MINERS.

SUMPTER... OREGON...